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OM GAJAANANAM NAMAMHYAM
who reported that the second child was keeping
I am very happy that Sri MK Viswanth has good health and first child is not so, and he wants
launched his AstroVision E Magazine from to know reason for the same through kp principle
January 2008 and giving me an opportunity in these charts.
to contribute this Article which was already On analysis it was found that the 1st cuspal sub
discussed
in
KP
Astrologers
Forum, lord of first child is Mars who is lord of 1st and 6th
Hyderabad and Yahoo groups of KP for Scorpio Ascendant and not well since birth.
Astrologers and KP Systems also.
Mars is 1st & 10th Cuspal Sublord (no planet is
tenated in its star) is in Sun’s star (10th) and sub
As per kp system a correct birth time is
of Kethu in Rahu star who is in conj. to 6th cusp
inevitable for arriving at right cuspal
signifies 1st, 6th (vacant), 10 indicates sickness.
sublords for accurate prediction.
Present Mahardasa is Jupiter x Rahu till 18.5.2008.
During the KPAF, Hyderabad fortnightly
meeting conducted on 9th September 2007 The second child 1st Cuspal Sublord is Rahu who is
one KP Astrologer /Participant of the Meeting in Kethu’s star and sub of Jupiter signifies 5th and
hence
his
health
is
good.
reported a case study of twin births; viz. dob 11th houses
27.9.2004, tob 11.38 (first) and 11.39 The twin charts which gives clue for cuspal
(second) pob: Minneapolis State Minnesota. sublords significance within one minute of
When a doubt was raised about the one difference of time of birth. In the first child the 5th
minute difference in birth time of the above Cuspal sublord and 6th cuspal sublord is mercury
twins, Sri Rajendra Nimje, IAS., (Addl. who is lord of 8th & 11th in 10th in the star of Sun.
Chief Electoral Officer of Govt of AP)
President of KPA Forum has informed the Whereas in the second child’s chart the 5th Cuspal
participants that it is possible as per the Sublord is kethu a strong significator of 5th & 11th
medical history.
houses. 6th Cuspal Sublord is mercury same as
above connected to Sun in 10th as lord of 8th and
I analysed those two charts of the Twin 11th. In this Chart the 5th Cuspal is health lord is
Births (appended herewith), the Gentlemen
not connected to 6th cusp hence he is keeping
good health.

An email on yahoogroups in kpsystem from Sri Venkitsubbiah has received on 19.11.2007
reporting twin births where the cuspal sublords are the same: QUOTE:
I got horoscopes of twin babies, Data is like this DOB:29-jan-2006, 7:00PM, Trivandrum,
kerala, India (76 E 55; 8 N 29), The time of birth of younger one has only 3 min
difference (ie. 7:03PM). Elder child is a girl and the second one is a male. But the
horoscope seem to be same, even in the sub level. The elder child has always fever and
other type of problem. How could I justify this using KP system of astrology in these
horoscope. Please help me. Thank you –venkit
UNQUOTE:
In this analysis Sri LY Rao has opined a good software has to be selected for deciding this
type of twin cases where the time of birth is marginal (with less) differs and the sublord is
key factor as per KP System to point out the difference between the twins. Sri MK
Viswanath opined that it is pertinent to point that this type of typical twins horoscopes
should be determined after going through BirthTimeRectification methods only.
Now I have gone through these time of births of the twins by applying standard Birth
Time Rectifications were made and the first child was girl at 7.05pm (DOB:29-jan-2006,
7:05 PM, Trivandrum ) wherein the 1st csl is Rahu is in 8th house Pisces female/even sign
and in the star of Pushyami – Star Lord Saturn is in Cancer another even sign hence a
female child is indicated. As per 4 Step Theory, Rahu is the primary significator of 8/rahu
(Jup 3,6,9) 12,7 by Saturn. Rahu’s sublord is Moon who is in his own star, 6p/Moon,
hence Rahu Saturn Moon related to health problems for the first female child as given by
Sri Venkit.
Second twin was boy at 7.09pm wherein 1st cuspal sublord is Jupiter (see the change in
first csl from Rahu to Jupiter). Jupiter is in Libra an odd sign in his own star hence a Male
Child is indicated. Jupiter as sublord of first house in 4 step theory (Sri Sunilji) in his own
star occupant of 3rd bhava and lord of 6th & 9th not empty, hence only primary
significator of 3 house, sublord Saturn in his own star signifies 12th and 7th hence this
child is maintaining good health.

In the above areas the twins would differ from
each other becaz the cuspal sublords are different
from each other, hence their life styles would also
change not only in the 1st house colour, features
and characteristics but also in education, service,
The following are the major differences between health, longevity, higher studies, profession,
the twins with a difference of 4 minutes in the birth spending habits and moksha sthana.
time. Sri Aditya was born at 15.34hrs and Sri Ravi
Teja at 15.38 hrs. The difference in 4 minutes 1st Cuspal Sublord being Jupiter for Sri Aditya
would have an impact of a different cuspal indicates fair and god fearing, conventional, long
life,
sublords of the following cusps –

Another case study of Twins Sri Aditya/ Sri Ravi
Teja who were born on 3.4.1988, time of births are
15.34/15.38 hrs at Secunderabad Lat. 17N22
Long. 78E28.

1st : individual features such as colour, height and 1st Cuspal Sublord Saturn for Sri Ravi Teja
indicates lean, tall, medium complexion, very
characteristics ,
steady and balanced, conservative, likes elderly
people.
4th : education, properties, relations with mother,
6th : service and health, financial gains,
8th : longevity,
inheritance,

disappointments,

On verification, the parents informed that the boys
are possessing the same characteristics and
obstacles, features as indicated by the lagna cuspal sublord.

In twin births normally the time of birth is very
9th : relation with father, higher education, job close to each other and lagna cuspal sublord
would only gives the clue for their variations in
opportunities, travelling,
physical appearance (in many cases difference is
very minute except parents are very much able to
10th : job, profession, status and position,
differentiate between them) and characteristics.
11th : labha of all round, such children, wife, However when we compare with the other bhava
cuspal sublord the life style would be more clear,
money, job, education, wealth, etc.
relating to education, job, marriage, birth of
12th : expenses, disappointments, philosophical, children, etc.
charitable, etc.

